Chapter 6

Glassy Liquid Crystals as Self-Organized
Films for Robust Optoelectronic Devices
H.-M. Philp Chen, Jane J. Ou and Shaw H. Chen

Abstract This chapter will review recent advances in glassy liquid crystals
(GLCs) as self-organized nano- to microstructured organic solids and their
potential for optoelectronic device applications. Conformational multiplicity
serves as the kinetic and thermodynamic foundation for glass formation and
stability against crystallization from the glassy state as well as solubility in
common solvents to facilitate material synthesis, purification, and spin-casting into
films. From the molecular perspective, conformational multiplicity has been
bestowed by chemically bonding mesogenic groups to volume-excluding cores via
flexible linkages, and alternatively by functionalizing conjugated oligomers with
aliphatic side groups. Two distinct material classes have emerged for the realization of defect-free GLC films across a large area while assuring long-term
morphological stability. Solvent-vapor annealing of spin-cast films on photoalignment layers at room temperature managed to achieve the same extent of
orientational order as thermal annealing on rubbed polyimide alignment layers.
Varied device concepts have been demonstrated, including circular polarizers,
optical notch filters and reflectors; photonic switching and optical memory;
polarized fluorescence and electroluminescence; and robust organic solid-state
lasers including spatial resolution for multiple lasing wavelengths on demand
within a single film.
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6.1 Concept and Relevance of Glassy Liquid Crystals
Liquid crystals (LCs) are a class of organic compounds that are fluid with a
uniaxial, lamellar, helical or columnar arrangement at the supramolecular level.
In the fluid state, molecular orientation can respond to an applied field reversibly in
milliseconds, as in LC displays and spatial light modulators. Without incurring
molecular orientation, LCs may respond to photonic or electronic stimuli in
submicron through femtoseconds, as in the nonlinear optics setting. Additionally,
LCs can also function in passive devices, such as polarizers and optical notch
filters. In applications where molecular orientation with an applied field is not
required, solid state is preferred for temporal stability and environmental durability. Whereas glass formation appears to be a privilege of polymeric materials,
their generally high melt viscosity and broad distribution of relaxation times are
problematic for processing into uniform self-organized, nano- to microstructured
films across a large area. A low-molar-mass LC fluid film can in principle be
thermally annealed to maximize order through defect annihilation before cooling
to below its glass transition temperature (Tg) to obtain a glassy liquid crystal
(GLC) film. In theory, all liquids should enter a glassy state at a sufficiently rapid
cooling rate. In practice, however, crystallization is likely to occur, which modifies
the long-range molecular order intended for device applications. To overcome
these hurdles, molecular systems have been actively pursued for the creation of
defect-free GLC films.
The differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) thermograms compiled in Fig. 6.1
differentiate three distinct single-component LCs. To delete thermal history prior
to each scan, a sample is heated to beyond its isotropization point and then cooled
to room temperature before gathering the second heating scan. Thereafter, the
second cooling scan is collected. Heating a conventional LC causes a first-order
transition from a crystalline solid to a liquid crystal at its melting point, Tm,
followed by a transition to an isotropic liquid at Tc. In contrast, a kinetically stable
GLC undergoes a second-order transition from a mesomorphic solid to a liquid
crystal fluid at Tg without altering its molecular order, followed by a transition to
an isotropic liquid at Tc. Intermediate between a conventional LC and a stable
GLC is an unstable GLC, which tends to crystallize from the mesomorphic melt
above Tg upon heating with subsequent melting to a liquid crystal at Tm and then
clearing at Tc. Typical cooling thermograms are also included in Fig. 6.1, where
both the conventional LC and the kinetically stable GLC exhibit hysteretic thermal
reversibility. The same cooling scan as that of a stable GLC delineates the bestcase scenario for an unstable GLC that allows a liquid crystalline mesophase to be
preserved below Tg albeit with inferior stability. The DSC Set (c) in Fig. 6.1
provides the first hint of kinetic stability with a GLC film’s long-term morphological behavior further tested for practical application. From a fundamental
perspective, the phase transition from a liquid crystal to a GLC on cooling adds a
new dimension to the hitherto challenging theoretical treatments of glass transition
from an isotropic liquid to an isotropic solid [1, 2].
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Fig. 6.1 Representative DSC thermograms of single-component samples of a a conventional
LC, b an unstable GLC, and c a kinetically stable GLC. Samples were preheated to isotropic
liquid to delete their thermal histories followed by cooling to room temperature for gathering the
compiled second heating and cooling scans at finite rates

6.2 Prior Empirical Approaches to GLCs
It is little surprise that a low Tg accompanied by poor morphological stability
resulted from the first attempts at GLCs [3, 4]. In parallel to low-molar-mass
GLCs, liquid crystalline polymers have been actively explored [5–7]. Compared to
liquid crystalline polymers, GLCs are advantageous in their superior chemical
purity and favorable rheological properties [8, 9]. The molecular structures of
GLCs reported early on can be categorized into: (i) laterally or terminally
branched, one-string compounds with a Tg mostly around room temperature [10];
(ii) twin molecules with an above-ambient Tg, but generally lacking morphological
stability [11–14]; (iii) cyclosiloxanes functionalized with mesogenic and chiral
pendants [15–17]; (iv) carbosilane dendrimers exhibiting a low Tg [18–20], and
(v) macrocarbocycles with mesogenic segments as part of the ring structure [21].
Illustrated as (1) through (5) in Fig. 6.2, representative molecular structures do not
seem to convey a systematic design concept.

6.3 Modular Approaches to GLCs
Two modular approaches are highlighted in what follows. The core-pendant
strategy was introduced previously [23, 24]. Emphasis here is placed on new
molecular systems, effective synthesis methodologies, and emerging device
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Fig. 6.2 Representative GLCs from early efforts accompanied by DSC data from second heating
scans. G glassy, Ch cholesteric, N nematic, I isotropic. Used with permission [22]

applications. From the materials perspective, our focus is on single-component,
enantiotropic liquid crystals exhibiting LC mesomorphism on both heating and
cooling to strive for morphological stability, as opposed to monotropic liquid
crystals that exhibit mesomorphism on cooling but not heating. To prevent
spontaneous crystallization, a modular approach has been established where
mesogenic and chiral pendants are bonded via flexible linkages to a volumeexcluding core. While the core and pendants are crystalline as separate chemical
entities, their hybrids readily form GLCs on cooling thanks to the conformational
multiplicity furnished by the flexible linkages. The increased entropy as a result of
conformational multiplicity frozen in the glassy state also contributes to a high
Gibbs energy barrier to crystallization. Nonetheless, there exists an optimum range
of flexible length, e.g. –(CH2)n– with n = 2–5, outside of which spontaneous
crystallization is inevitable. The first-generation GLCs are highlighted as (6)
through (11) in Fig. 6.3 to demonstrate the versatility of the core-pendant strategy
calling upon cyclohexane, bicyclooctene, adamantane, and cubane as the volumeexcluding cores to which nematic and chiral pendants are attached [24].
To substantially expand the material database, single volume-excluding cores
employed in Fig. 6.3 plus benzene are enlarged with both linear and angular nematogenic pendants [25–27]. With rigid and high-melting cyanoterphenyl pendants
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Fig. 6.3 First-generation GLCs based on the core-pendant strategy accompanied by DSC data
from second heating scans. In addition to the symbols defined in Fig. 6.2, SA denotes smectic A
mesophase. Used with permission [24]

Fig. 6.4 High-temperature nematic GLCs with benzene and extended volume-excluding cores
accompanied by DSC data from second heating scans
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Fig. 6.5 Cholesteric GLCs consisting of a and b hydrogen-bonded, and c chemically bonded
dimeric cholesterols

attached to benzene and more extended cores, morphologically stable nematic GLCs
with elevated Tg and Tc have been achieved, e.g. (12) through (14) in Fig. 6.4.
Intermolecular hydrogen bonding forms the basis for another modular approach
illustrated with cholesteric LCs. Following Kato and Frechet’s work [28] on the
formation of nematic and smectic liquid crystals through hydrogen bonding to
extend the molecular aspect ratio, Itahara et al. [29] and Tamaoki et al. [30]
reported cholesteric GLCs using functionalized cholesterols, e.g. (15) and (16) +
(17) in Fig. 6.5. The resultant hydrogen-bonded binary systems, however, have
been reported to be monotropic, albeit exhibiting higher transition temperatures
with broader mesomorphic fluid temperature ranges compared to pure components. Akin to the 1:1 hydrogen-bonded complex is a chemically linked monotropic cholesteryl dimer, e.g. (18) in Fig. 6.5 with temperature-dependent
reflective coloration in the fluid state [14]. A similar cholesteryl dimer linked by
dipheylbutadiene was demonstrated for photo- and thermomodulation of reflective
coloration and a modest degree of circularly polarized fluorescence [31].
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6.4 Optical Properties of Cholesteric LC Films
When sandwiched between a pair of glass substrates coated with rubbed polyimide
alignment layers followed by thermal annealing, the cholesteric LC film consists of a
helical stack of quasinematic layers. Under polarizing optical microscopy, a
cholesteric mesophase is identifiable with two distinct textures, focal conic and
Grandjean, depending on the orientation of the helical axis with respect to the
substrate. In the Grandjean mode, the helical axis is perpendicular to the substrate.
From one quasinematic layer to the next, the director makes an incremental rotation
about the helical axis, resulting in a right- or left-handed supramolecular structure
selectively reflecting the right- and left-handed circularly polarized incident,
respectively. The helical stack is further characterized by pitch length, p, defined as
the distance along the axis over which the director completes a 360 rotation.
The selective reflection wavelength, kR = p navg cosh, where h is the off-normal
incidence angle and navg = (ne + no)/2 with ne and no denoting the underlying
quasinematic layer’s extraordinary and ordinary refractive index, respectively.
Moreover, the spectral width of selective reflection at normal incidence, Dk = p Dn,
where Dn = ne - no [32]. A single-handed cholesteric LC film is capable of selective
reflection and circular polarization simultaneously, and a stack of right- and lefthanded films acts as an optical notch filter and reflector of incident unpolarized light.
To prevent the susceptibility of helical pitch length and optical quality to extrinsic
temperature variability and physical perturbations encountered with fluid films,
cholesteric GLCs are intrinsically advantageous. Defined ad hoc as defect-free films
across a 2.54 cm-diameter fused silica substrate, *10-lm-thick monodomain GLC
films can be readily prepared between alignment-coated substrates with thermal
annealing above Tg prior to cooling to ambient temperature to preserve high quality
helical stacking in solid state. Nano- to microstructures can be visualized with
atomic-force or scanning-electron microscopy of freeze-fractured cross-sections.

6.5 Synthesis of Core-Pendant Cholesteric GLCs
Most cholestric GLCs consist of both nematic and chiral groups attached to volumeexcluding cores. The commonly practiced statistical approach involves reacting
nematic and chiral precursors at a chosen stoichiometric ratio with a volumeexcluding core carrying multifunctional groups. Despite the ease of implementation,
the separation and purification of the targeted cholesteric GLC from a multicomponent mixture at the end of the reaction demands intensive effort. To alleviate the
work-up procedures, four distinct deterministic strategies have been formulated.
A common denominator of the first three deterministic approaches entails selective
functionalization of a volume-excluding core followed by sequential reactions with
the nematic and chiral precursors. The fourth deterministic approach is the most
desirable, as it combines nematic and chiral moieties into a single precursor, thus
obviating the needs for synthesis of separate chiral and nematic precursors and
selective functionalization of the core. Further details are provided in what follows.
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6.5.1 Statistical Synthesis
Esterification of a tricarboxylic acid with nematic and chiral precursors, Nm1OH:Ch1-OH at a 2:1 molar ratio as annotated in Reaction Scheme 6.1, was relatively straightforward. Subsequent isolation and purification produced a nematic
and a cholesteric GLC, (19) and (20), at a 20 and 31 % yield, respectively. The
elaborate work-up procedures involved dissolution-precipitation cycles, repeated
liquid column chromatograpy complemented by recrystallization as needed [33].

Scheme 6.1 Statistical synthesis of cholesteric and nematic GLCs. DEADC diethyl azodicarboxylate, PPh3 triphenylphosphine

6.5.2 Deterministic Synthesis
The key intermediate in Reaction Scheme 6.2, viz. 2,4-dioxo-3-oxa-bicyclo[3.3.1]nonane-7-carboxylic acid chloride, was synthesized for esterification
with nematic and chiral precursor alcohols in two consecutive steps [34] to produce a nematic GLC, (21), and a chiral molecular glass, (22). Whereas the work-up
procedures were substantially simplified compared to the statistical approach, the
synthesis of the key intermediate and its stability remained challenging. The 14 %
overall yield of an enantiomeric chiral molecular glass turned out to be inferior to
that from statistical synthesis.

Scheme 6.2 Deterministic synthesis of cholesteric and nematic GLCs via a bicyclic intermediate
with anhydride and acid chloride functionalities. DMAP 4-dimethylamino pyridine
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Monohydrolysis of trimethyl esters is the key to two alternative deterministic
approaches as described in Reaction Scheme 6.3 [35]. About 50 % overall yield of
cholesteric GLCs, (23) and (24), using pig liver enzyme as the first step in
Approach (a), and a 23 % overall yield of (25) involved base catalysis in
Approach (b), the former being superior to statistical synthesis with much less
laborious work-up procedures.

Scheme 6.3 Deterministic synthesis of cholesteric GLCs starting with monohydrolysis of
a 1,3,5-cyclohexanetricarboxylic acid trimethyl ester with pig liver enzyme, PLE; and b 1,3,5benzenetricarboxylic acid trimethyl ester

In comparison to the synthesis of separate chiral and nematic precursors, the
idea of a hybrid chiral-nematic precursor, exemplified as Ch2 in Reaction
Scheme 6.4, is quite appealing. Moreover, the synthesis of a cholesteric GLC can
be completed in a single step at a 66 % yield [36], which compares favorably with
the preceding statistical and deterministic approaches. Of particular significance is
that (26) with (S)-3-bromo-2-methylpropanol incorporated as the chiral linkage
produced a left-handed cholesteric GLC film with kR located at 413 nm.
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Scheme 6.4 Deterministic
synthesis of a cholesteric
GLCs consisting of hybrid
chiral-nematic pendant
groups

6.6 Hairy Rods for Preparation of Conjugated GLC Films
Rigid conjugated polymers and monodisperese oligomers are normally tough to
dissolve in common solvents or melt into liquids, thus obscuring both lyotropic
and thermotropic liquid crystalline mesomorphism. These challenges have been
overcome by functionalization with aliphatic groups to generate conformational
multiplicity, producing what are referred to as hairy rods. As a result, they can be
readily processed into solid films through spin-casting from solution or meltprocessing. Traditional condensation polymerization yields polydisperse conjugated polymers with relatively high molecular weights, which are typically purified by dissolution-precipitation cycles. Monodisperse conjugated oligomers with
low to medium molecular weights can be synthesized deterministically following a
divergent-convergent approach [37–39]. Moreover, oligomers are amenable to
purification by recrystallization, column chromatography, and vacuum sublimation
to arrive at superior chemical purity. These inherent material traits are imperative
to gaining fundamental insight into how chemical structure affects electronic,
photonic, and morphological properties. From a practical standpoint, chemical
purity and structural uniformity are critical to device performance. In the absence
of chain entanglements or defects (e.g., bends and kinks), relatively short and
uniform chains are conducive to the formation of monodomain GLC films.
Oligomers are, however, more prone to crystallization than relatively high
molecular weight polymers. Strategies have been developed for engineering
oligomers for glass transition while resisting crystallization, forming morphologically stable GLC films.

6.7 Optoelectronic Devices Utilizing GLCs
To exploit both the ease of processing across a large area without defects and the
stability against crystallization, GLCs have been appraised extensively for a
diversity of device concepts in our recent studies.
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6.7.1 Circular Polarizers, Optical Notch Filters
and Reflectors
Enantiomeric chiral glasses (22-R and -S) and nematic GLC (21) were mixed at a
42:58 mass ratio to produce cholesteric GLCs with a Tg and Tc at 67 and 131 C,
respectively. With (22-R and -S) as the chiral components, the two binary mixtures
with (21) were prepared into an 8-lm-thick, right- and left-handed cholestric GLC
film, respectively, as characterized in Fig. 6.6a and b. Noted in Fig. 6.6a are a 4 %
leakage of RCP (right-handed circularly polarized) incident through a right-handed
film and a 104 % transmission of LCP (left-handed circularly polarized) incident,
which are artifacts arising from: (i) handedness preservation upon reflection from a
cholesteric GLC film, and (ii) handedness reversal upon reflection from a glass-air
interface. Similar observations in the opposite sense are made of Fig. 6.6b. In any
event, the excellent optical quality of cholesteric GLC films per se is evidenced by
the 100 % difference between the transmissions of the RCP and LCP incidents
with square tops. As an optical notch filter, the stack of the right- and left-handed
films with their directors–—defined as the rubbing direction on the polyimide
alignment layers—oriented perpendicular to each other produced an attenuation of
3.7 optical units (see Fig. 6.6c) [34], the highest contrast ratio ever achieved with
organic materials that can be further improved by optimizing materials properties,
alignment layers, and glass substrates bounding the GLC films. Enantiomerically
pure (26-R and -S) synthesized following Reaction Scheme 6.4 yielded a rightand left-handed circular polarizer, respectively, both centered at 413 nm [36].
A mixture of the two enantiomers at unequal proportions will result in cholesteric
GLC films with desired handedness at any kR value longer than 413 nm,
depending on which enantiomer is chosen as the major component. Compared to
rugate and holographic filters, cholesteric GLCs can be readily processed into
robust large-area films for laser protection, reflective head-up displays, and for
enhanced power efficiency with improved contrast ratio in liquid crystal displays.

6.7.2 Modulating Circular Polarization
and Reflective Coloration
As prescribed in Sect. 6.4, a constant-pitch cholesteric LC film typically gives rise to
a selective reflection bandwidth around 100 nm in the visible region as determined
by the Dn value. The bandwidth can be broadened with a gradient pitch through film
thickness, according to the Hajdo-Erigen theory [40]. Photoracemizable (R)-dinaphtho[2,1D:10 ,20 -f] [1, 3] dioxepin was mixed with a nematic and cholesteric GLC
at a molar ratio of (27):(28):(29) = 1.00:0.23:0.13 as depicted in Fig. 6.7a. With a Tg
and Tc at 65 and 156 C, respectively, the ternary mixture was prepared into a
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Fig. 6.6 Mixtures (22):(21) at a 42:58 mass ratio for a right-handed and b left-handed circular
polarizers, c the stack of which acts as an optical notch filter. Used with permission [34]

22-lm-thick constant-pitch, left-handed cholesteric GLC film exhibiting a circular
polarization bandwidth of 125 nm based on the LCP and RCP spectra prior to irradiation (i.e. t = 0 h) in Fig. 6.7b, where circularly polarized incidents were employed.
In the fluid state at 100 C, the film was irradiated with a 334 nm UV source at
140 lW/cm2 for 2 h to introduce a pitch gradient followed by cooling to room
temperature to preserve it in the glassy state. As a result, the circular polarization
bandwidth was broadened to 425 nm, a factor of 3.4 over the initial value, as also
shown in Fig. 6.7b. That pitch loosing occurred as a result of partial racemization
indicates that (28) with (S)-1-phenylethylamine and (29) with an (R)-configuration
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Fig. 6.7 a Molecular structures of the three components for b a 22-lm-thick gradient-pitch
glassy liquid crystal film with (27):(28):(29) at 1.00:0.23:0.13 molar ratio through irradiation at
334 nm (140 lW/cm2) and 100 C for 2 h using circularly polarized incidents for transmission
measurement, and c 8-lm-thick constant-pitch films with (27):(28):(29) at 1.00:1.65:0.40 molar
ratio through irradiation at 334 nm (70 lW/cm2) and 120 C for durations as indicated using
unpolarized incidents for transmission measurement. Used with permission [41]

contribute constructively to a left-handed cholesteric film. The spatial modulation of
phororacmization can be understood as follows. The relative molar extinction
coefficients at the irradiation wavelength of 334 nm were estimated at (27):(28):(29)
= 7.0:3.5:1.0, indicating that the two hosts absorb predominantly over the dopant and
that the irradiation intensity at 334 nm diminished by a factor of 105 after the first
micron into the exposed film surface. Therefore, photo-induced chiral conversion
from the (R)- to (S)-isomer of (29) of the dopant took place to a decreasing extent into
the first micron of the film. Since the rest of the film remained essentially in the dark,
where no chiral conversion took place, counter diffusion between the (R)- and (S)enantiomers ensued to set up a decreasing extent of racemization from the irradiated
film surface. At the end of photochemical processing, the resultant pitch gradient was
frozen in the solid film through glass formation, as validated by atomic force
microscopic imaging of its freeze-fractured cross-section [41, 42].
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To demonstrate tunable reflective coloration via photoracemization to varying
degrees, a ternary film was prepared at a molar ratio of (27):(28):(29) =
1.00:1.65:0.40 with a Tg and Tc at 68 and 134 C, respectively. The uniform extent
of photoracemization through the film thickness was assured by reducing the film
thickness from 22 to 8 lm and the irradiation intensity at 334 nm from 140 at
70 lW/cm2 while raising the irradiation temperature from 100 to 120 C.
The resultant cholesteric pitch was lengthened by photochemical processing over
an increasing duration. The modulated selective reflection bands were preserved in
the glassy state by cooling to room temperature with reflective coloration
displayed in Fig. 6.7c as characterized by unpolarized incident. In essence, varied
reflective colors can be recorded in solid films using a set of the same films
irradiated to varying degrees of photoracemization [22].

6.7.3 Circularly Polarized Fluorescence
At a decreasing wt% of (20) in the (19):(20) mixtures from 100 through 95, 51 to
38 without encountering phase separation, the kR values of 8-lm-thick films
increased from 410 through 434, 890 to 1210 nm labeled as A thorough D in
Fig. 6.8a with a monotonic elevation in Tc from 147 to 235 C and a modest
depression in Tg from 77 to 67 C [33]. With (S)-1-phenylethylamine as the chiral
building block, left-handed cholesteric GLC films emerged. Without affecting Tg,
Tc, and kR values, 14-lm-thick cholesteric GLC films doped with blue-emitting
Exalite 428 at 0.2 wt% were examined to access their dissimilar factor, ge. Here ge
: 2(FL - FR)/(FL + FR), in which FL and FR denote, respectively, the left- and
right-handed circularly polarized fluorescence intensity with a note that the
absolute ge value at 2 signifies pure circularly polarized fluorescence. It is demonstrated in Fig. 6.8a that unpolarized excitation at 370 nm of the dopant for
emission within the stop-band resulted in strong circularly polarized fluorescence
that undergoes handedness crossover [43]. Furthermore, nearly pure circularly
polarized fluorescence is achieved, as shown in Fig. 6.8b, using a 35-lm-thick
Film A. Strongly circularly polarized light sources may find applications in colorimage projection and stereoscopic displays. Under the same photoexcitation of
Exalite 428 in a 11.5-lm-thick cholesteric fluid film with kR = 30.6 lm, both the
circularly polarized fluorescence theory and experiment placed the maximum
absolute ge value at 0.65 [44].
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Fig. 6.8 Glassy liquid crystal Films A–D defined by wt% of (20) in the (19):(20) mixtures at
100, 95, 51, and 38, respectively, all doped with Exalite 428 at 0.2 wt% for photoexcitation at
370 nm: dissymmetry factors for a 14-lm-thick films, and b Film A as a function of film
thickness. Used with permission [43]

6.7.4 Photoswitchable Nematic GLC Film
In place of the inert cores characteristic of most GLCs, a nematic GLC shown as
(30) in Fig. 6.9a consists of a photoresponsive core to which two sets of nematogen are chemically bonded with a double-headed arrow locating the nematic
director. Of all the prospective diarylethenes, 1,2-bis(2,4-dimethyl-5-phenylthiophen-3-yl)perfluoro-cyclopentene was chosen for its favorable thermal stability,
quantum yields, response time, and fatigue resistance. This dithienylethene core
undergoes ring closure and opening reversibly with irradiation at 365 and 577 nm,
respectively, in a uniaxially oriented, 4-lm-thick nematic GLC film between CaF2
substrates, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.9b. To test the idea of non-destructive readout
using Abbé refractometry with a 780 nm laser beam, a 14-lm-thick nematic GLC
film was prepared between FK5 and SF57 substrates for the measurement ne and
no. Optical characterization following repeated ring closure-opening cycles led to
the observations (i) that ne = 1.657 ± 0.001 and no = 1.5528 ± 0.0005 with Dn :
ne-no = 0.105 ± 0.002 for the open form, and (ii) that ne = 1.7159 ± 0.0004 and
no = 1.5567 ± 0.0004 with Dn = 0.1592 ± 0.0002 for the closed form. The
photoinduced changes can be summarized as follows: Dne = 0.059 ± 0.001, Dno =
0.0039 ± 0.0006, and DðDnÞ ¼ 0:054  0:002. The measured ne and no values
were accompanied by random errors from one cycle to the next, suggesting the
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Fig. 6.9 a Molecular structure of a nematic GLC (30) with a dithienylethene core undergoing
ring closure and opening with irradiation at 365 and 577 nm, respectively, and b reversible
photochromism using a 4-lm-thick film at room temperature. Used with permission [45]

absence of photodegradation [45]. Thus, photochromic nematic GLCs hold
promises for nondestructive rewritable optical memory as well as photonic
switching, including attenuators, beam deflectors, filters, and polarizers.

6.7.5 Photoswitchable Cholesteric GLC Film
Two sets of chiral-nematic hybrid are chemically bonded to the same dithienylethene core as for the photoswitchable nematic GLC (30), resulting in a smectic
C*-cholesteric GLC as depicted in Fig. 6.10. A sample of (31) was placed between
two alignment-coated fused silica substrates for heating to 230 C followed
by cooling to 207 C, where shearing was applied to induce alignment. The
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Fig. 6.10 Molecular structure of a smectic C*-cholesteric GLC (31) for photoswitchable
absorptive coloration via ring closure and opening on top of reflective coloration in a 5-lm-thick
film. Used with permission [46]

5-lm-thick film was then annealed for 1 h before quenching in liquid nitrogen to
bypass the smectic C* mesophase. With (S)-3-bromo-2-methylpropanol as the
chiral building block for the flexible linkage, a left-handed cholesteric film was
identified with a selective reflection band centered at 686 nm. In addition, ellipsometric analysis resulted in a helical pitch length of 439 nm and an average
refractive index of 1.564 beyond 600 nm into the near infrared region. As part of
the ellipsometric analysis, an orientational order parameter of 0.65 was also
obtained for the quasi-nematic layers comprising the cholesteric film. The feasibility of selective coloration coupled with photoswitchable absorptive coloration
via ring closure and opening reactions of the dithienylethene core is demonstrated
in Fig. 6.10 using the resultant photochromic cholesteric GLC film [46].

6.7.6 Linearly Polarized Fluorescent Organic
Light-Emitting Diodes
Synthesized by the divergent-convergent approach, monodisperse oligofluorenes
can be readily processed into monodomain nematic GLC films for blue-light
emission [38]. Both Tg and Tc values and stability of glassy films against crystallization depend on the number of fluorene units and the structures of aliphatic
side groups. For example, the mixed aliphatic structures in dodecafluorene, (32) in
Fig. 6.11, contribute to a Tg and Tc at 123 and above 375 C, respectively, and a
morphologically stable nematic GLC film. As part of the fluorescent organic lightemitting diode (FOLED), included as the inset in Fig. 6.11, a uniaxially oriented
dodecafluorene film was spin-cast on a rubbed PEDOT:PSS conductive layer
followed by thermal annealing at 10 C above Tg for  h before cooling to room
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Fig. 6.11 Molecular structure of a dodecafluorene (32) and the FOLED device structure for
generating linearly polarized deep-blue electroluminescence spectra, where ELk and EL\
represent the emission intensity parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the rubbing direction.
Used with permission [47]

temperature. The deep blue emission is qualified by blue CIE (Commission
Internationale de L’Eclairage) coordinates at (0.159, 0.062). The electroluminescence spectra shown in Fig. 6.11 indicate the maximum dichroic ratio of 31 with a
turn-on voltage less than 4 V and a luminescence yield of 1.1 cd/A at a current
density of 20 mA/cm2, the best set of performance data to date for deep-blue
polarized FOLED [47].
For emissions at longer wavelengths than deep blue, varied units are inserted
at the center of blue-emitting oligofluorenes, as illustrated by the molecular
structures shown in Fig. 6.12a [48, 49]. Oligomers (34) through (37) are used as
acceptors in blue-emitting (33) as the donor from which Förster energy transfer
takes place spontaneously to generate emission wavelengths characteristic of the
acceptors’ central units. A major advantage of this donor–acceptor approach is
the enhanced device efficiency as a result of minimizing concentration
quenching between light-emitting acceptor molecules. While (33) and (36) are
morphologically stable nematic GLCs, (34), (35) and (37) are nematic GLCs
with all their Tg values above 100 C but a tendency to crystallize. Nonetheless,
morphologically stable nematic GLC films containing up to 4 wt% of the
acceptors in (33) were readily prepared by spin coating on rubbed PEDOT:PSS
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Fig. 6.12 a Molecular structures of donor (33) and acceptors (34) to (37); linearly polarized
electroluminescence spectra of FOLED devices shown as the inset in Fig. 6.11 comprising b (34)
to (36) mixed with (33), and c (37) mixed with (33) at the indicated compositions as the emitting
layer. Used with permission [49]
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conductive layers followed by thermal annealing at 160 C for  h. The Tg and
Tc values of the lightly doped mixtures were depressed by no more than 3 C
from those of the pure (33) with a Tg and Tc at 149 and 366 C, respectively.
The same FOLED device structure as described in Fig. 6.11 was adopted for the
donor–acceptor emitting layers. According to the spectra complied in Fig. 6.12b,
emission dichroic ratios from 16 to 26 were achieved with turn-on voltages less
than 4 V and luminescence yields from 1.5 to 6.4 cd/A at a current density of
20 mA/cm2. At the same current density, (37) doped in (33) at 0.8 wt% yielded
nearly pure white-light emission with CIE coordinates at (0.315, 0.333), based on
the spectra shown in Fig. 6.12c, at a turn-on voltage less than 4 V with a luminescence yield of 4.5 cd/A and an overall emission dichroic ratio of 16 across the
entire spectrum. Furthermore, the CIE coordinates were found to be independent of
current density up to 100 mA/cm2. Compared to the previously reported green- and
red-emitting polarized FOLEDs, the donor–acceptor approach resulted in superior
polarization ratios and luminescence yields in addition to the first polarized whitelight FOLED [49]. Linearly polarized OLEDs are potentially useful as energyefficient backlights for liquid crystal displays, electroluminescent displays with
reduced glare and increased contrast, projection displays, and for stereoscopic
imaging systems.

6.7.7 Linearly Polarized Phosphorescent Organic
Light-Emitting Diodes
With a glassy-nematic pentafluorene, (38), as the donor and a discotic Pt(II)
complex, (39), as the acceptor, both depicted in Fig. 6.13 with their thermotropic
transition temperatures, a polarized phosphorescent OLED (PhOLED), ITO/rubbed PEDOT:PSS (30 nm)/(38):(39) at 3:1 mass ratio (55 nm)/TPBi (45 nm)/LiF
(0.5 nm)/Al (150 nm), was fabricated following similar procedures to those performed for polarized FOLEDs except thermal annealing of the mixed emitting
layer at 120 C for 1 h. At a current density of 10 mA/cm2, a turn-on voltage of
3–4 V was observed with a luminescence yield of 2.4 cd/A. Emission anisotropy
presented in Fig. 6.13 suggests that the columnar axes of self-organized Pt(II)
complexes are oriented largely parallel to the substrate surface and normal to the
rubbing direction [50]. This work represents the first proof-of-concept polarized
PhOLED with a modest overall performance compared to polarized FOLEDs that
have been much more intensively explored since the mid-1990s. Nevertheless,
phosphorescence is intrinsically superior to fluorescence in terms of internal
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Fig. 6.13 Molecular structures of the donor and acceptor constituting the emitting layer in a
PhOLED, ITO/rubbed PEDOT:PSS (30 nm)/(38):(39) at 3:1 mass ratio (55 nm)/TPBi (45 nm)/
LiF (0.5 nm)/Al (150 nm) with its linearly polarized electroluminescence spectra. Used with
permission [50]

quantum yields, 100 versus 25 %. Work is in progress to elucidate the nanostructures and film morphology responsible for the observed polarized electroluminescence and ways to improve device performance.

6.7.8 Circularly Polarized Fluorescent Organic
Light-Emitting Diodes
Monodisperse oligofluorenes carrying enantiomeric aliphatic side groups are
capable of forming monodomain cholesteric GLC films exhibiting circular
dichroism and circularly polarized fluorescence orders-of-magnitude higher than
those originating in polymeric helices in view of supramolecular (i.e., cholesteric
stacks) over macromolecular chirality (i.e., polymer helices) [37, 51]. A typical
nanofluorene identified as (40) in Fig. 6.14 was incorporated as a 70-nm-thick
glassy cholesteric film in a circularly polarized FOLED having the same device
structure as shown in Fig. 6.11 except the emitting layer, resulting in a turn-on
voltage less than 5 V and a luminescence yield of 0.94 cd/A at a current density of
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Fig. 6.14 Molecular structure of a nonafluorene (40) as the emitting layer in the FOLED device
shown as the inset in Fig. 6.11 with its circularly polarized electroluminescence spectra and the
calculated dissymmetry factor, where ELL and ELR represent the left- and right-handed
circularly polarized electroluminescence, respectively, and the dissymmetry factor is as defined
for circularly polarized fluorescence in Sect. 6.7.3. Used with permission [51]

20 mA/cm2. The CIE coordinates at (0.157, 0.068) correspond to deep blue light
emission, and the ge value of 0.35, as defined in Sect. 6.7.3 and plotted in the inset
of Fig. 6.14, represents the best value to date [51].

6.7.9 Cholesteric GLC Film as Robust Solid-State Laser
Cholesteric LC films constitute a one-dimensional photonic band-gap, serving as a
resonator for the embedded light emitters to undergo lasing. Solid films are
superior to fluid films by preventing perturbations to helical stacks during photoexcitation and lasing. With a mixture comprising (42):(43) = 76.0:24.0 mass
ratio to which (41) was doped at 2.0 wt%, a 22-lm-thick monodomain cholesteric
GLC film was prepared to tune the fluorescence maximum of (41) to the lower
energy edge of the host film’s stop-band. Note that the resultant ternary mixture
has the same Tg as the those of the two major components at 92 C in the host with
a stop-band centered at 590 nm. Using the apparatus described elsewhere [52] with
532 nm irradiation at 35 ps pulse duration, a sharp lasing peak appeared at
635 nm. The temporal stability of the lasing output from a cholesteric GLC film
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Fig. 6.15 Molecular structures of a red-emitting dopant (41), nematic (42) and cholesteric (43)
GLCs mixed to serve as the host. Temporal evolution of lasing output with specified pump
fluences at 10 Hz from a a cholesteric GLC film prepared with (42):(43) at a 76.0:24.0 mass ratio,
and b a cholesteric fluid film, CB-15:ZLI-2244-000 at a 35.6:64.4 mass ratio, both films
containing 2.0 wt% (41). Used with permission [53]

was validated by increasing the pump fluence from 72 to 466 mJ/cm2, as shown in
Fig. 6.15a. A fluid cholesteric LC film containing 2.0 wt% (41) in CB-15:ZLI2244-000 at a mass ratio of 35.6:64.4 was also subjected to the stability test. The
results reported in Fig. 6.15b with pump fluences from 74 to 533 mJ/cm2 reveal
the decaying lasing output with time most likely caused by heating via optical
pumping, light-induced pitch dilation, and/or laser-induced fluid flow, any or all of
which would have disrupted the cholesteric helical stacking and the orientational
order of dopant molecules [53]. Robust cholesteric GLC lasers are potentially
useful for laser spectroscopy, medical diagnostics and treatments, and laser
projection displays.
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6.7.10 Spatially Resolved Lasing from a Cholesteric
GLC Film
Instead of a single lasing peak, as reported in Sect. 6.7.9, a laterally gradient-pitch
host film consisting of a cascade of Grandjean-Cano bands induced by thermal
processing can serve to produce multiple lasing wavelengths. Two cholesteric GLC
mixtures containing (42):(43) at 71.0:29.0 and 80.0:20.0 mass ratios, both doped
with (41) at 2.5 wt%, were melted on a fused silica substrate coated with a robbed
polyimide alignment layer. Another substrate with a parallel alignment coating was
pressed on top against 14-lm-thick spacers to define film thickness while enforcing
the formation of a sharp interface between the two cholesteric GLC melts.
Molecular diffusion across this interface was thermally activated at 220 C for
62 h, followed by cooling through the Tg at 92 C to room temperature for the
induced lateral pitch gradient to be frozen in solid state. As a result of the laterally
varying chiral concentration, the emerging Grandjean-Cano lines originating from
the strong surface anchoring are identified as white vertical lines in Fig. 6.16a.

Fig. 6.16 a Polarizing optical micrograph of a 14-lm-thick, thermally processed cholesteric
GLC film with lateral pitch gradient, where Grandjean-Cano bands are located by white vertical
lines; the Grandjean-Cano bandwidth increases from 130 lm at the center to 1200 lm at both
edges. b Lasing from (41) at 2.5 wt% present in the gradient-pitch film shown in a with optical
pumping using a 532 nm laser for 35 ps at a 10 Hz repetition rate; the six lasing peaks from right
to left acquired from the 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20th Grandjean-Cano bands from the right with
the dashed curve representing fluorescence of a 14-lm-thick nematic GLC film of (42) containing
2.5 wt% (41) with unpolarized photoexcitation at 525 nm. Used with permission [54]
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Each Grandjean-Cano band is characterized by a single pitch length giving rise to
an individual stop-band, and a series of them present a set of lasing peaks as shown
in Fig. 6.16b using the same set-up as in Sect. 6.7.9. The observed lasing thresholds, 6.6–7.6 mJ/cm2, are the lowest of all spatially resolved cholesteric LC lasers
reported to date. The slope efficiency from 0.2 to 1.5 % observed herein compares
favorably with the maximum value of 0.5 % reported for gradient-pitch fluid
cholesteric LC lasers [54]. In a nutshell, cholesteric GLCs are in a unique position
to generate multiple lasing wavelengths on demand within a single film.

6.8 Solvent-Vapor Annealing of Conjugated Oligomers
Monodomain glassy-nematic oligofluorene films are attainable by thermal
annealing of spin-cast films above their respective Tg values on both rubbed
polyimide alignment and photoalignment layers comprising coumarin-containing
polymers [55, 56]. Further attempts have been made to produce monodomain
nematic GLC films on rubbed polyimide layers via equilibration with solvent
vapor at room temperature. Representative oligomer and polymer structures tested
are compiled in Fig. 6.17. To illustrate the first idea of solvent-vapor annealing, a
30-nm-thick film of (44) spin-cast from chlorobenzene was exposed to the saturated vapor of chlorobenzene at room temperature for  min to yield an orientational order parameter of 0.82, a value identical to that achieved with thermal
annealing at 10 C above the Tg of (44) at 102 C, both on rubbed polyimide
alignment layers [57]. Note that the preparation of polyimide layers entails thermal
curing at 250 C for 1 h. Photoalignment is an attractive alternative from the
energy-savings perspective. Unlike rubbing polyimide to enable orientation of
liquid crystals, photoalignment is a non-contact method that precludes potentially
adverse effects such as mechanical damage, generation of dust particles and
electrostatic charges. Approximately 10-nm-thick spin-cast films of (45) were
irradiated with linearly polarized source between 300 and 330 nm under argon at
room temperature to 31 % coumarin dimerization. About 90-nm-thick films of
conjugated oligomers (33) and (44) were spin-cast from chloroform on the
resultant photoalignment layers. As controlled experiments, 15-nm-thick rubbed
polyimide alignment layers were also used for solvent-vapor annealing of (33) and
(44) spin-cast films. To prevent dewetting, (44) and (33) films were exposed to
chloroform vapor at 95 and 90 % saturation, respectively. The orientational order
parameter values turned out to be 0.82 and 0.74 for (44) and (33), respectively,
independent of the underlying alignment layers. Nevertheless, it took 5–10 s to
achieve asymptotic values of orientational order on rubbed polyimide alignment
layers, compared to 6–8 min on photoalignment layers. In contrast, the polymer
analogue (46) could not be oriented at all on either rubbed polyimide or photoaligment layers with solvent-vapor annealing for up to 24 h [58]. Conjugated oligomers readily processed into well oriented nematic GLC films are potentially
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Fig. 6.17 Molecular structures of conjugated oligomers (33) and (44), a polymer analogue (46),
and a coumarin-containing polymer (45), for an evaluation of solvent-vapor annealing at room
temperature

useful as energy-efficient backlights in liquid crystal displays, anisotropic charge
transport to suppress crosstalk in logic circuit and pixel switching elements, and
polarization-sensitive photodiodes for sensing applications.

6.9 Conclusions
Glassy liquid crystals are designed to preserve nano- to microstructured molecular
self-organization underlying liquid crystal fluids through glass formation upon
cooling while sustaining long-term morphological stability. Although fundamental
understanding is lacking, it stands to reason that conformational multiplicity not
only facilitates glass formation during film processing but also increases the Gibbs
energy barrier to crystallization because of the increased entropy locked in the
resultant glassy state. Moreover, solubility in common solvents can be enhanced
by conformational multiplicity to facilitate material synthesis, purification and film
preparation via spin-casting. This general theme is implemented in (i) the corependant strategy in which geometrically disparate cores and pendants are chemically bonded through flexible linkages, and (ii) the hairy rod strategy in which
flexible side groups are attached to conjugated oligomers. We remark in passing
that conformational multiplicity has also proven crucial to the development of
morphologically stable amorphous hosts for phosphorescent organic light-emitting
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diodes [59, 60]. With a theme on GLCs herein, key accomplishments are recapitulated as follows:
1. Morphologically stable GLCs have been constructed with cyclohexane, benzene, bicyclooctene, adamantane, cubane, and the extended cores derived
therefrom to which mesogenic and chiral groups are linked via ethylene or
propylene spacers. A Tg and Tc close to 130 and 350 C, respectively, have
been achieved while remaining glassy liquid crystalline at room temperature for
over one year in most cases.
2. In view of the unique roles of cholesteric GLCs in material synthesis and device
application, the commonly practiced statistical synthesis and the continuing
effort in deterministic synthesis are highlighted. All factors considered, a hybrid
chiral-nematic precursor is much preferred over separate chiral and nematic
precursors in terms of synthesis and subsequent product separation and
purification.
3. Oligofluorenes and oligo(fluorene-co-bithiophene)s to which aliphatic groups
are attached exhibit a Tg and a Tc close to 150 and above 375 C, respectively.
Unlike typical high molecular weight conjugated polymers, these oligomers are
readily soluble in common solvents for spin-casting into nematic and cholesteric GLC films that resist crystallization when left at room temperature for
over one year.
4. Cholesteric and nematic GLC films following the core-pendant strategy are
promising for circular polarizers, optical notch filters and reflectors with
spectral position and bandwidth adjustable by chemical and photochemical
means; circularly polarized fluorescence from a doped light-emitter; photonic
switching and optical memory with cholesteric and nematic GLC films comprising a dithienylethene core.
5. Nematic and cholesteric GLC films comprising hairy rods have been used to
demonstrate linearly polarized full-color and white-light as well as circularly
polarized blue-emitting fluorescent organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs);
linearly polarized phosphorescent OLED; and robust organic solid-state lasers
with spatially resolved Grandjean-Cano bands for emission at multiple wavelengths on demand within a single film.
6. Orientation of liquid crystals is traditionally accomplished on rubbed polyimide
alignment layers that require high-temperature curing. On photoaligment layers
prepared at room temperature, monodomain glassy-nematic conjugated oligomer films arise from solvent-vapor annealing conducted at room temperature,
resulting in the same orientational order as that achieved on polyimide alignment layer with thermal annealing above Tg.
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